
Ails—Hugo Gcber 
Bengt Parjares leig 4 
182 76 Stocksund 
Sweden 

10/21/95 

pear Kr. Gebor, 

-'lease excuse ey typing. I'm 82, unwell and it cannot be any better. 

Of the books I published you do not have khetogrephic Whitewash and Post Hortem. 

If you want them tee price on the first is ,j9.95 and on the second it is A0.00. If both 

are ordered together they should go for three pounds, weice will give you an idea of the 

postage. Of the books published commercially, I think yol will want my current 10/12 AGAIN! 

If you do not have a source you can get it from The Last hurrah ilookstore, 937 keimorial 

Ave., Williamsport, PA 17701. Good people, toe. 

From what you say tour media is much likeeours, additted to the official 

mythology and unwilling to face established facts. 

rrvhil Not a word from ell&aer, by the way. Or anyone :else of whom I've written. 
iou are welcome to use anything you want from the books you have and from any 

others you may get. 

I believe that the President wee not shot in the back from behind but he could 

have been hit in the head from behind. 1 think he was also hit in the head from the front. 

There was no involvement of the President ,'s back in anything that is real, 

not at l'arkland or as some allege, in his ability to move. I wore one of those braces for 

years and for teo years in the Army in World ia.i. II. 

I believe the skull diagram was Finck's and I do not believe there was a 

wound abocee the left eye. 

On the medical evidence, on what is real not theorized or made up or coming 

from honest eistakes, I think you should read Post 1lortem and NEVER AGAIN! 

Thanks for the thoughtfulbess of the postage coupon. 

Best/fishes, , 

lid-47 
Harold Weisberg 



r. 

Stocksund October 15, 1995 
Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 

	
Bengt Farjares vag 4 

Frederick, Maryland 21702 
	

182 76 Stocksund Sweden 
USA 

Re: Authorization to quote. 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

I am a retired swedish mass media researcher who met Mark Lane in Stockholm in 1967 
when he was touring Europe with Di Antonio's documentary film RUSH TO 
JUDGEMENT. We had a short conversation. He impressed me as a rather serious person 
and convinced me at the time of the presence of a conspiracy in the assassination of 
president John F. Kennedy. 

Since then I have collected a small library on the assassination and I have lectured twice 
(1992, 1993) in front of a small audience (academic institutions in Sweden do not approach 
the subject), trying to outline the structural foundations of the deed, which I find in the 
warrior culture - not unique to the United States. 1 have in my library your works 
Whitewash I, II & IV, Selections from Whitewash and Case Open. 

At present I am writing an article of about 50.000 signs, in which I shall state the evidences 
of Oswald's innocence and the ihvolvment of a conspiracy. The reason for my text are the 
critiques in the swedish press of Norman Mailer's recently published documentary fiction 
novel "Oswald's Tale - An American Mystery". After "Case Closed" it is generally alledged 
by swedish media that Oswald was the sole perpetrator of the crime and american writers 
like Delillo an Mailer should stop acting irresponsibly by suggesting Oswald might have had 
a collaborator on the grassy knoll. Swedish s. c. intellectuals, ignoring your works and 
those of other meticulous researchers, are unaware of the fact that it was Epstein who 
proposed the idea in 1966 and he has remained faithful to it ever since. 

In my article, addressed to the editors of Sweden's major news papers in the form of an 
open letter, I shall make references to your examinations (and those of other writers) and 
theories and in a few cases make small quotations. I kindly ask you to authorize me to do 
so. Sources will be given in the text and in the bibliography. 

I do not believe the media will mention my letter - it is also difficult to publish on account of 
its length - but I want to shake the editors up a bit and have them know that there is 
someone in Sweden who has an extensive and comprehensive knowledge of the 
assassination, which the media collaborators have not, and who, furthermore, is not dealing 
in myths. 

While writing to you I venture to ask you the following questions: 

1. Are you of the opinion that no bullet hit the president, coming from behind? 
2. Has any more information, to your knowledge, concerning the state of the president's 

back at Parkland Memorial Hospital come forth recently? 
3. Has any more information, to your knowledge, concerning the wound above the 

president's left eye, as noted in Boswell's diagram of the skull, come forth recently? 

Thanking you in advance for your kind assistance, hoping that you are well, with best 
regards, 

owe. 

Nils-Hu o Geber 


